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With 45 highly detailed, beautifully illustrated images to colour however you
choose, this is a must-have item for Star Trek fans in this or any other galaxy!
From the New York Times bestselling author of Star Trek: Discovery: Desperate
Hours comes an original, thrilling novel set in the universe of Star Trek: The Next
Generation! The past returns to haunt Captain Jean-Luc Picard—a crime he
thought long buried has been exposed, and he must return to Earth to answer for
his role in a conspiracy that some call treason. Meanwhile, the U.S.S. Enterprise
is sent to apprehend pirates who have stolen vital technology from a fragile
Federation colony. But acting captain Commander Worf discovers that the
pirates’ motives are not what they seem, and that sometimes standing for justice
means defying the law….
The Enterprise journeys to Lorca, a beautiful world where the inhabitants wear
masks to show their rank and station. There, Captain Picard and an away team
begin a quest for the planet's ruler and the great Wisdom Mask that the leader
traditionally wears. Their mission: establish diplomatic relations. But Picard and
his party lose contact with the ship, and Commander Riker leads a search party
down to the planet to find them. Both men are unaware that their searches are
part of a madman's plan. A madman who is setting a trap that will ensnare both
landing parties, and leave him poised to seize control of the awesome Wisdom
Mask. And the planet Lorca itself.
Captain Jean-Luc Picard, his ship repaired, must now reassemble his crew. With
the departure of both William Riker and ship's counsellor Deannna Troi, the
captain must replace his two most trusted advisors. He chooses a Vulcan, a
logical choice, and for his new first officer, Worf. But the Klingon refuses the
promotion and the new ship's counsellor appears to actively dislike Worf. A
simple shake-down mission should settle everything. Except that once again, the
captain hears the song of the Borg collective. Admiral Janeway is convinced that
the Borg have been crushed and are no longer a threat. Picard believes she is
wrong, and that if the Enterprise doesn't act the entire Federation will be under
the domination of its most oppressive enemy.
An electrifying thriller from the New York Times bestselling author in the Star
Trek: The Next Generation universe. 2031: United States Air Force fighter jets
shoot down an unidentified spacecraft and take its crew into custody. Soon, it’s
learned that the ship is one of several dispatched across space by an alien
species, the Eizand, to search for a new home before their own world becomes
uninhabitable. Fearing extraterrestrial invasion, government and military agencies
which for more than eighty years have operated in secret swing into action,
charged with protecting humanity no matter the cost... 2386: Continuing their
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exploration of the Odyssean Pass, Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the
Starship Enterprise discover what they at first believe is a previously uncharted
world, with a civilization still recovering from the effects of global nuclear war. An
astonishing priority message from Starfleet Command warns that there’s more to
this planet than meets the eye, and Picard soon realizes that the mysteries of this
world may well weave through centuries of undisclosed human history... ™, ®, &
© 2016 CBS Studios, Inc. Star Trek and related marks are trademarks of CBS
Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Jean-Luc Picard. His name has gone down in legend as the captain of the U.S.S.
Stargazer and two starships Enterprise. But the nine years of his life leading up
to the inaugural mission of the U.S.S. EnterpriseTM to Farpoint Station have
remained a mystery -- until now, as Picard's lost era is finally unearthed.
Following the loss of the Stargazer and the brutal court-martial that resulted,
Picard no longer sees a future for himself in Starfleet. Turning to his other love,
archaeology, he embarks on a quest to rediscover a buried age of ancient
galactic history...and awakens a living survivor of that era: a striking, mysterious
woman frozen in time since before the rise of Earth's dinosaurs. But this powerful
immortal has a secret of cataclysmic proportions, and her plans will take Picard -aided along the way by a brilliant but naive android, an insightful Betazoid, and
an enigmatic El-Aurian -- to the heights of passion, the depths of betrayal, and
the farthest reaches of explored space.
With the release of the hit feature Star Trek: Nemesis this is the perfect
opportunity to update this book with all of the Star movies featuring The Next
Generation cast! Here is the complete official guide to every episode of the
television adventures of the Starship Enterprise and all four of the major motion
pictures from Star Trek Generations to latest Star Trek: Nemesis. This
companion is a compendium of information including plot summaries and credits
for each show and motion picture, as well as fascinating behind-the-scenes
glimpses into creation of The Next Generation. Take a glimpse into the shows
incredible seven-year run where it reigned at the very top of the syndicated
television ratings. Illustrated with more than 150 black and white photographs,
this is the official reference guide to Star Trek: The Next Generation.
Continuing the events detailed in Star Trek: Destiny: With the displacement and
devastation wrought by the Borg, can the Federation survive? The Borg invasion
has left the Federation reeling. Countless people have been killed or displaced by
the wonton destruction, and now seek solace on planets that struggle just to feed
their own. The ideals wrought in the paradise that was the United Federation of
Planets now seem to be a distant dream. Starfleet is shattered, giving old
enemies a chance to gain the upper hand. The question now is, what can one
ship, and one captain do to prevent humanity from losing the peace?
Fourty-five brand new colorable images from seasons four-through-seven of the
fan-favorite science fiction series! The crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D
has only just begun to explore the far reaches of space. Now you can color their
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journey in any way that you choose! Join your favorite characters for another
voyage with Star Trek: The Next Generation Adult Coloring Book--Continuing
Missions! Featuring unique, highly detailed black and white illustrations inspired
by unforgettable episodes like "Darmok," "The Inner Light," and "Chain of
Command," this collection of beautifully illustrated images is a must have for Star
Trek fans everywhere! The second volume of the official Star Trek: The Next
Generation coloring book! Color more of your favorite TNG moments! Includes 45
pieces of brand new, beautifully detailed black and white artwork! Purchase alone
or alongside the Star Trek: The Original Series Volume 2 coloring book for a
matching set! A must-have for any Star Trek fan!
Offers diagrams and descriptions of the Enterprise, and its command, propulsion,
transporter, tactical, and crew support systems
After facing the Borg menace, the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise is looking
forward to a little exploration when the enigmatic Q informs them that the
universe is at stake if they don’t unravel the mystery of a strange planet in this
Star Trek: The Next Generation novel. Nearly two decades ago, Jean-Luc Picard
took command of the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, knowing it was an honor
without equal. On her first mission, the Enterprise was sent to Farpoint Station for
a simple, straightforward investigation. Perfect for a crew that had never served
together. Then there was Q; an omnipotent lifeform that seemed bent on placing
obstacle after obstacle in the ship’s—and in particular in Picard’s—way. And it
hadn’t ended with that first mission. When he was least expected, Q would
appear. Pushing, prodding, testing. At times needling captain and crew with
seemingly silly, pointless, and maddening trifles. Then it would turn all too
serious, and the survival of Picard's crew was in Q’s hands. Why was it today
that Picard was remembering the day he took command of the Enterprise-D?
Now he commanded a new ship, the Enterprise-E, with a different crew. But
Picard couldn’t shake the feeling that something all too familiar was going on. All
too awful. All too Q.
The Rashanar Sector, site of one of the fiercest battles of the Dominion War, now
contains a vast intestellar graveyard littered with the hulks of hundreds of
devastated starships. The destruction of so many warp drives has created a
danger zone where the space-time continuum is distorted, and bizarre energies
and anomalies are unleashed. To some, the former battleground is hallowed
space. To others it is a scavengers' paradise, ripe for plunder, and the USS
Enterprise is assigned to patrol it, protecting those engaged on legitimate
salvage. But the ships' graveyard holds a deadly secret -- one that will force the
android Data to make a heart-wrenching decision about the path his life will take,
and will endanger not only the Enterprise, but Picard's very future in Starfleet.
Another bestseller from the series with more than 8 million copies in print.
Summoned to a dying planet to negotiate peace between two warring factions,
the Enterprise is immediately called away again on an urgent mission, leaving Lt.
Worf to act as peacemaker in the dangerous negotiations that will determine the
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fate of an entire world.
Go into the alternate "Mirror, Mirror" universe to meet the cold-blooded crew of
the I.S.S. Enterprise, and their captain, the ruthless Jean-Luc Picard in this
collection of three graphic novels! Space... The final frontier. These are the
voyages of the I.S.S. Enterprise. Its continuing mission: to conquer strange new
worlds, to enslave new life and new civilizations... To boldly go where no one has
gone before! In the other-dimensional Mirror Universe there is no United
Federation of Planets, only a cruel Terran Empire, where advancement comes
through assassination, brutality is commonplace, and kindness is a weakness. In
Mirror Broken, the Terran Empire is on its last legs in its war with the KlingonCardassian Alliance, but Captain Jean-Luc Picard has learned of a final chance
for victory: a revolutionary new Galaxy-class starship that could turn the tide of
the war. The ship is called Enterprise--and Picard intends to take it. In Through
The Mirror, when the Enterprise-D discovers a burned-out, pillaged Andorian
vessel, the search for the culprits leads to some startlingly familiar faces. But,
how did the Mirror Universe crew find their way to ours, and what does Emperor
Spock have to do with it? Plus, it's interstellar espionage aboard the Enterprise-D
when the Mirror Universe crew infiltrates Captain Picard's ship! And in Terra
Incognita, the Enterprise crew returns to business as usual, little realizing the
serpent in their midst--one of their own has been replaced! Six stories focusing
on fan-favorite crew members of the Enterprise-D--including Deanna Troi,
Wesley Crusher, and Selar--each connected by the machinations of this sinister
doppelganger.
A collection of original stories spanning the popular series' twenty-year history
includes contributions by such authors as Christopher L, Bennett, David
McIntree, and Keith R. A. DeCandido. Original.
An enemy so intractable that it cannot be reasoned with. The entire race thinks
with one mind and strives toward one purpose: to add our biological
distinctiveness to their own and wipe out individuality, to make every living thing
Borg. In over two centuries, the Federation has never encountered a greater
threat. Twice Starfleet assembled and threw countless starships to stand against
them. The Borg were stopped, the price paid in blood. Humanity breathed a sigh
of relief, assuming it was safe. And with the destruction of the transwarp
conduits, the Federation believed that the killing blow had finally been struck
against the Borg. Driven to the point of extinction, the Borg continue to fight for
their very existence, for their culture. They will not be denied. They must not be
stopped. The old rules and assumptions regarding how the Collective should act
have been dismissed. Now the Borg kill first, assimilate later. When the
Enterprise manages to thwart them once again, the Borg turn inward. The dark
places that even the drones never realized existed are turned outward against
the enemy they have never been able to defeat. What is revealed is the thing that
no one believed the Borg could do.
Acting as mediator for peace negotiations between the Hidran race and the Klingon Empire,
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Jean-Luc Picard finds himself defending Lt. Worf from the charge of murder and a death
sentence when an ambassador mysteriously dies. Original.
Specially packaged with a DIE-CAST METAL COLLECTIBLE STARSHIP, the definitive
illustrated guide of Captain Picard's USS Enterprise-D from Star Trek: The Next Generation!
Includes a die-cast metal collectible model of the iconic USS Enterprise-D from the Star Trek:
The Next Generation TV series! The Galaxy-class U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701-D, presented
in more detail than ever before. This deluxe hardcover of Captain Picard's Enterprise features
the ship's operational history, illustrations of all the key locations including the bridge, main
engineering and sickbay, equipment and auxiliary vehicles, plus explanations of the science
and technology. With isometric illustrations and technical information from official sources, this
book provides an extraordinary reference guide. STAR TREK ILLUSTRATED HANDBOOKS is
a series of books that provide in-depth profiles of the STAR TREK universe, covering a wide
range of topics from individual starships to races such as the Klingons. Each full-color, heavily
illustrated reference work is packed with isometric illustrations, artwork, photographs and CG
renders, and features detailed technical information from official sources.
A complete episode-by-episode exploration of the hit TV series—with rarely seen photos and
illustrations. With the launch of Star Trek: The Next Generation, Gene Roddenberry somehow
managed to recapture lightning in a bottle. This new incarnation of Star Trek was an instant hit,
and its popularity inspired four films and three spin-off television series. A must-have for fans,
Star Trek: The Next Generation 365 provides a fresh, accessible overview of the entire series,
including an authorized guide to all 178 episodes. Featuring classic and rarely seen
photography and illustrations, this visual celebration of the voyages of Captain Picard, his
crew, and the Enterprise-D offers a loving look back at the Emmy and Hugo Award–winning
series.
Captain Picard recounts his secret mission to rescue a former Starfleet officer who had
disappeared while searching for the legendary treasure trove known as Dujonian's hoard
An original novel based on the acclaimed Star Trek TV series! The USS Enterprise has been
granted the simple but unavoidable honor of ferrying key guests to Betazed for a cultural
ceremony. En route, sudden tragedy strikes a Federation science station on the isolated planet
Kota, and Captain Jean-Luc Picard has no qualms sending William Riker, Data, and Chief
Medical Officer Beverly Crusher to investigate. But what begins as routine assignments for the
two parties soon descends into chaos: Picard, Worf, and Deanna Troi must grapple with a
dangerous diplomatic crisis as historic artifacts are stolen in the middle of a high-profile
ceremony…while nothing is as it seems on Kota. A mounting medical emergency coupled with
the science station’s failing technology—and no hope of rescue—has Doctor Crusher racing
against time to solve a disturbing mystery threatening the lives of all her colleagues…. ™, ®, & ©
2021 CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS
Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Looks at the management principles of Captain Picard, which focus on shared goals, effective
communication, teamwork, and honor
Collecting five complete graphic novels into one oversized hardcover edition. In The Space
Between, travel to Tigan-7, Kandom 9, uncharted space, and more--each leading the
dedicated crew of the Enterprise into unexpected adventures. By David Tischman and Casey
Maloney. In Intelligence Gathering, what seems to be a series of unrelated missions is soon
revealed to be part of a larger conspiracy involving a threat unlike any that Picard has ever
faced. Can the Enterprise crew piece together the puzzle before it's too late? By Scott Tipton,
David Tipton, and David Messina. In Last Generation, a Myriad Universe title, Starfleet is no
more! The Federation lies in ruin and the Klingons have conquered Earth. But a resistance, led
by Jean-Luc Picard, seeks to free humanity from Klingon rule. Now, finally, they may have the
means to do it- an android named Data! By Andrew Steven Harris and Gordon Purcell. In
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Ghosts, Captain Picard and the crew of the Enterprise respond to a distress call and find a
terribly wounded scientist aboard a marooned ship. While evaluating the planet below (and its
two warring nations) for possible Federation membership, Picard discovers to his horror that
the survivor of the disaster is foreseeing his death. By Zander Cannon and Javier Aranda. In
Hive, it's the distant future and the entire galaxy has been completely assimilated by Borg and
its king... Locutus! The only hope lies in the past, in the hands of Captain Jean-Luc Picard and
the crew of the starship Enterprise! By Brannon Braga, Terry Matalas, Travis Fickett, and Joe
Corroney.
Captain Picard and the crew of the Enterprise respond to a distress call and find a terribly
wounded scientist aboard a marooned ship. While evaluating the planet below (and its two
warring nations) for possible Federation membership, Picard discovers to his horror that the
survivor of the disaster is foreseeing his death. Written by Eisner-nominated writer Zander
Cannon (Top Ten).

While exploring "the Odyssean Pass," the U.S.S. Enterprise encounters a
massive alien vessel that is actually a weapon capable of destroying entire
worlds, plunging Captain Picard and his crew into the middle of a conflict in which
both sides will do anything to possess this doomsday weapon. Original.
The official guide to Star Trek, just in time for Star Trek's 20th anniversary
celebration. Includes synopsis of all episodes, background information,
information on the animated series and movies and 125 photographs.
On the planet Xhaldia, ordinary men and women are mutating into bizarre
creatures with extraordinary powers. But is this a momentous evolutionary leap
or an unparalleled catastrophe? The very fabric of Xhaldian society is threatened
as fear and prejudice divide the transformed from their own kin. Dispatched to
cope with the growing crisis, Captain Picard and the crew of the Starship
Enterprise™ receive some unexpected visitors from another reality -- in the form
of the group of mutant heroes known as the uncanny X-Men®. Storm, leader of
the X-Men, offers their help in resolving a situation that is agonizingly similar to
the human/mutant conflicts of their own time and space. But when hostile aliens
appear in orbit around Xhaldia to try and abduct the transformed for use as a
superpowered force in an attack on the Federation, even the combined forces of
the crew of Starfleet and the X-Men may be unable to prevent an inferno of death
and destruction. Starfleet's finest crew and Earth's greatest mutant heroes will
need all their powers and abilities to save the Xhaldian people and stop a deadly
threat to the Federation.
Completely revised and updated, this guidebook takes readers all the way
through the last two seasons of the series, including the Paramount Pictures
release of the blockbuster film, Star Trek: Generations. The book includes
fascinating behind-the-scenes information and specially selected photos (at least
one from every episode).
Points out bloopers, errors, equipment oddities, and plot discrepancies for six
seasons of "Star Trek, the Next Generation," and includes trivia questions, odd
facts, and memorable lines
The mischievous all-powerful cosmic entity known only as 'Q' has plagued
Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the USS Enterprise since the opening
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episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation. Over the millennia of his lifetime he
has encountered countless challenges and many powerful enemies. But none
has been so deadly as the being that now threatens not just the universe we
know but all the myriad alternate universes with it. Against this attack on
everything that is and everything that might have been, Q stands alone - except
for Captain Picard. And with the existence of not only our own universe but
thousands of others at stake, Picard must find a way to work with his nemesis or the whole of existence as we know it will simply cease to be. A memoir in Q's
own words (as only Peter David can write them) of a last-ditch effort to save the
multiverse, I,Q is a stunning exploration of the nature of reality itself, enlivened by
insights into the character of its cosmic hero that only John Delancie, as the actor
who brought him to life in the first place, could give him.
Celebrate the 20th Anniversary of Star Trek: The Next Generation with this allnew relaunch of the Star Trek franchise in comics. In the first collection of this
special mini-series, travel to Tigan-7, Kandom 9, uncharted space, and more -each leading the dedicated crew of the Starship Enterprise into unexpected
adventures. If you enjoyed watching Star Trek: The Next Generation on
television, get ready for the comics adventure you've been waiting for.
Lieutenant Melora Pazlar, first seen in the Deep Space Nine episode that bears
her name (Melora), is the only Elaysian in Starfleet. Stationed on board the USS
Enterprise, six years after her short-lived romance with Dr Bashir, she receives a
desperate call for help from her crystalline, multi-species homeworld. When
subspace contact fails, Captain Picard sends the Enterprise to investigate, only
to find the ship nearly torn apart by a dimensional rift and stranded, badly
damaged, below the shields that protect the carefully constructed planet. With
both escape and rescue impossible, Picard and crew set out to discover the
cause of the rift and the strange, cancerous growth in the crystal choking the
planet itself. A Federation ship attempts to reach the Enterprise but is destroyed,
and when thoron radiation threatens to kill the crew, all signs on the planet point
to sabotage...
With crippling disasters confronting the two planets of Alaj and Etolos, whose
inhabitants have been bitter enemies for three centuries, Captain Picard and the
Enterprise crew struggle to negotiate a peaceful settlement before both planets
perish
When William Riker's old friend, Teller Conlon, disappears from Imprima and is
suspected of stealing the priceless jewel called "Fortune's Light," Riker and the
Enterprise travel across the galaxy to discover the truth in the matter
"If you're a fan of both cats and Star Trek, I can't recommend Star Trek Cats
enough. It's one you'll page through time and again." –GeekDad The cats are
back in their continuing mission: to boldly go where no one has gone before. This
companion to the bestselling Star Trek Cats brings the many adventures of Star
Trek: The Next Generation to life in a faithfully feline homage to the hit series.
From encounters with the Borg to adventures on the holodeck, Captain Picard,
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Commander Data, Counselor Troi, Doctor Crusher, and the rest of the U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D crew are reimagined as cats with lovingly detailed and
eyebrow-raising scenes from throughout the award-winning series, perfect for
Star Trek fans across the Galaxy. TM & © 2018 CBS Studios Inc. STAR TREK
and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights
Reserved.
Like HOMECOMING (074346754X) did for Star Trek Voyager and AVATAR
(074340050X) did for Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, DEATH IN WINTER picks up
the Star Trek: The Next Generation story after the TV/movies are complete and
tells all-new stories about favourite Next Generation characters and their
subsequent lives. After the fall of Shinzon (as seen in the feature film, STAR
TREK: NEMESIS) the elite of the Romulan Empire are battling over who will
seize control. Caught up in this struggle are the Kevrata, a once proud people,
now strangled under Romulan domination. When a biogenetic disease threatens
to wipe out their race, Starfleet assigns its new Chief Medical Officer, Dr Beverly
Crusher, to aid the populace. But when she suddenly goes missing and is
presumed dead, Jean-Luc Picard must race to try and locate Crusher and help
find a cure for the disease that could kill millions.
Serving as the sequel to Gene Roddenberry's original television series, Star Trek:
The Next Generation pushed the boundaries of the "final frontier." At the same
time, the show continued the franchise's celebrated exploration of the human
experience, reflecting current social and political events. ST:TNG became
immensely successful, spawning four feature films and several television spinoffs. This collection of new essays explores both the series' characters and its
themes. Topics include the Federation's philosophy concerning technocracy,
sexuality and biopolitics; foreign policy shifts in the Prime Directive; key
characters including Jean-Luc Picard, Data, Deanna Troi, Tasha Yar; and
Klingon martial arts, music, and history.
Two hundred million kilometres accross, with a surface area that exceeds that of
a quarter-billion worlds, the Dyson sphere is one of the most astounding
discoveries the Federation has ever made. Now the USS Enterprise with Captain
Jean-Luc Picard at the helm has returned to explore the awesome mysteries of
the sphere. Intrigued by what is possibly the greatest archeological treasure of all
time, Picard hopes to discover the origin of humanoid life throughout the galaxy or perhaps the ultimate secret of the mechanistic Borg. But when a neutron star
approaches on a collision course with the sphere, a mission of discovery
becomes a desperate race against time. The many sentient species inhabiting
the sphere face extinction - unless the Enterprise can save them all.
One of the most successful syndicated series of all time, Star Trek: The Next
Generation breathed new life into the Star Trek franchise and kicked off a whole
new era of Starfleet exploration and adventure! Now the crew of the Enterprise-D
continue their mission in these comics stories — encountering familiar faces and
extraordinary new alien species alike. Featuring exclusive bonus interviews with
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Patrick Stewart (Captain Picard) and Brent Spiner (Data), these adventures are
essential reading for any Star Trek: The Next Generation fan!
The official parody guide to the unaired eighth season of Star Trek: The Next
Generation, based on the popular @TNG_S8 Twitter account from creator Mike
McMahan! In the basement of the Star Trek archives, behind shelves of U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D models, bags of wigs, and bins of plastic phasers, sits a
dusty cardboard box. Inside is a pile of VHS tapes that contain never-before-seen
episodes and behind-the-scenes footage for something truly amazing. The world
thinks there are only seven seasons of Star Trek: The Next Generation, but
there’s one more. A secret season. Actually, not really. But that didn’t stop Mike
McMahan, creator of the parody Twitter account @TNG_S8, from making a guide
full of: REAL* TNG SEASON 8 FACTS AND STORIES! REAL* TNG SEASON 8
DIALOGUE AND IMAGES! (* Again, not really, of course. This is humor. Sorry.)
So impress your friends and bewilder your enemies with your newfound
knowledge of these very lost Star Trek episodes! Engage! ™, ®, & © 2015 CBS
Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS
Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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